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Ansible jinja template filter

The Ansible document filter in Jinja2 is a way to convert template expressions from one kind of data to another. Jinja2 ships many of these. See built-in filters in the official Jinja2 template document. Apart from that, Ansible supplies more. The following filters use the template's data structure to render in
slightly different formats: {{some_variable | to_json }} {{some_variable to_yaml }} For human-readable output, click {{{ to_nice_json some_variable | {}} {{some_variable | to_nice_yaml}} {{some_variable | from_json {{some_variable | {{some_variable } {{some_variable } | from_yaml }} For example:
Operation: - Shell: Cat/Part/Path/to/file.json Register: Results - set_fact: myvar={{Results.stout | from_json} The action is a description of how filters can be used with conditionals: operation:-shell:/usr/bin/foo registers: results ignore_errors: True-debug: msg=failure: results |failure # In most cases you will
want a handler, if you want to do something now, This is a good-debug: msg =when it changes: results | change - debug: msg = when it's successful: results | success - debug: msg = when it's skipped:.cfg results | This ensures that the {{variable | required }} variable value is used as it is, but if it is not
defined, the template evaluation can be explicitly checked when an error occurs. Jinja2 provides a useful 'default' filter, which is a better way to fail if a variable is u definition: {{some_variable | = Default (5) }} If the variable 'some_variable' is not defined in the example above, the value used becomes 5,
not an error. Ansible 1.8 allows you to omit variables and module parameters using special omitted variables using the default filters. {{item.mode|}} with_items: - Path: /tmp/foo - Path: /tmp/bar - Path: /tmp/baz Mode: For the first two files in the 0444 list, the default mode is determined by the system's
umask because the mode = parameter is not sent to the file module and the final file receives the mode = 0444 option. 注解 you chain additional filters after entering the default filter (omitted) filter for the following actions: Default (None) | some_filter or omitted }}. In this example, the default none (python
null) value causes the filter to fail later, causing or omitting part of the logic. If you use omit in this way, the filter will be very still after using the chain, so do this to prepare for some trial and error. All of these filters work with list variables. To get the minimum value from the list of numbers: To get the
maximum value in the list All of these functions return a unique set from a set or list. To get a unique set from the list: {{list1 | union (list2) }} 2 to get the intersection of the list {{list1 | intersection (list2) }} 2 to get the difference in the list (1 of the items) exists in 2: {{ list1 | To get the symmetric differences in
the list (only in each list): {{ List1 | symmetric_difference (list2) }} ansible_distribution_version can use the version_compare filter to compare version numbers, such as checking if the version is greater than or the same as '12.04'. version_compare filter can also be used to evaluate
ansible_distribution_version: {{ansible_distribution_version | version_compare ('12.04', '&gt;=') }} }} ansible_distribution_version if it is greater than or equal to 12, the filter is returned as True, otherwise it is returned as false. version_compare filter allows a third parameter that defines which operators: &lt;,
lt, &lt;=, le, &gt;, gt, &gt;=, ge, ==, =, eq,=, &lt;&gt;, and ne this filter should be used for strict version parsing. If the default is False and set to True, {{sample_version_var | version_compare ('1.0', actor='lt', strict=True) }} }This filter can be used similarly to the default jinja2 random filter (which returns
random items in a sequence of items), but you can also generate random numbers depending on the range. To get random entries from the list: {{['a'a,b','c']]}Random }}=&gt; 'c'0 to Supply Random: {{ 59 |}} * Root/Script/in/Cron0 to 100, but step 10: {{100 |Random (step=10) }} =&gt; 70 gets random
numbers from 1 to 100, but step 10: {{ 100 |Random (1, 10) }} =&gt; 31 {{100 |Random (Start=1, step=10) }} =&gt; 51 This filter randomly specifies an existing list. Every time you offer a different order. To get a random list from an existing list, {['a', b', 'b', 'c', 'c', '0'0]] {&gt;{{['a','b','b']} {['a','c']}=&gt; ['b','c','a',a'
has no entries; otherwise it always returns a list to see if something is really a number: get logarithm (the default is e): get the bass 10 logarithm: give me the power of 2! (or 5): {{ myvar | pow (2) }} {{myvar | poe (5) }} square root, or 5: {{ myvar | Note that [}{{myvar | root (5) }} jinja2 already offers things like
abs () and circles(). To test whether a string is a valid IP address, you can also use the {{myvar | ipv4 }} {{ My var | ipv6}} IP address filter to extract specific information from an IP address. For example, to get the IP address itself in CIDR, you can find more information about the {{'192.0.2.1/24' | ipaddr
('Address)} }} iPadd filter and the Full Use Guide in the Jinja2 'ipaddr' filter. To get the Sha1 hash of a string { {{'test1'|hash ('sha1') }} to get the md5 hash of the string: Get a 'test1'|hash ('md5') }} string checksum: Another hash (depending on the platform): {{'test2'|hash ('blown') }} } Shah512 password
hash (random salt) 'password_hash('Shah512') }} To get a Shah256 password hash with specific salt {'secret password',password_hash ('Shah256', The type of 'mysecretsalt') }} hash depends on the executable master system. The 'hash' depends on the hashrab and password_hash the basement of the
basement. The Merge filter allows you to merge hashes. For example, the following will override the key in one hash: {{{'a':1, 'b':2}|Combine ({'b':3}) }} }} Result Hash not only overrides the key of the first hash by accepting the optional recursive=True parameter, but also curses it with a nested hash and
merges its own keys too: {'a':{'foo':1, Combine 'bars':2}, 'b':2}({'a':{'bar':3, 'baz':4}, recursive =fact) }} 'bar':3, 'baz':4}, 'b':2} filters can take multiple arguments to merge: in this case, the key for d overrides what is in b. This behavior does hash_behaviour depend on the value of the setting.cfg. To add quotes
for using a shell: - Shell: Echo {{string_value | Quote }} To use one value for truth and link the list to another (new in version 1.9) { {{{(name == John) | aorta ('Mr'Mr'Ms') }} string: to get the last name of the file path, From 'foo.txt' to '/light/asdf/foo.txt': To get the last name of a window-style file path (version
2.0 New): {{Path | win_basename }} To separate window drive characters from the rest of the file path (new new). Version 2.0: {{ Path | win_splitdrive }} To get only window drive letters {{path | win_splitdrive | first }} To get the rest of the path without the drive letter: {{path win_splitdrive | to get the directory
from the last }} path: to get the directory from the window path (new version 2.0): To get the directory from the tile (~) character (~) To extend a path that contains version 1.5's new), to extend the link's actual path (new in version 1.8): To get the relative path of the link, to get the relative path of the link, to
get the root and extension of the {{path | relpath ('/,') }} path or file name (new in version 2.0) : #경로 == 'nginx.conf' will be returned ('nginx', To work with '.conf') {{path | splitx }} Base64 encoded strings {{encoding | b64decode}} {{}{decoding = b64encode}} from the string UUID To create (casting a value to
a specific type, such as when entering a string with a new version 1.9: True) vars_prompt : - Debug : msg = When to test : some_string_value | To match a string with bool Lenex, use a matching or search filter: vars: url: Action: - Shell: msg='Match Pattern 1' Match ( /Resource/.*) - Debug: msg='Match
Pattern 2' When: URL | Search (/User/.*/Resources/.*) 'Match' The string requires a full match, but 'search' requires a match inside the string. To replace text in a string with regex, use the regex_replace filter: Convert to #ansible을 Allow {{'ansible' | regex_replace ('^a.*i(.*)$,' 'a\\1'} }} #변환 bar {{'foobar' |
regex_replace ('^f.*o(.*)', '\\1'} }} #변환 Local Host:80 Local Host: Using the name 80 {{{Local Host:80 | regex_replace (?} (??)]. (??)..] #로컬호스트:80' to 'localhost:80' regex_replace ('?^(?) (?' (?' (?) Convert to P&lt;host&gt;.+) :(? P&lt;port&gt;\\d+)', Before '\\g,&lt;host&gt;\\g'}&lt;port&gt;}} 注解 ansible 2.0, if
the regex_replace filter was used with variables inside the YAML argument (as opposed to the simple 'key=value' argument), you had to escape an inverse visit (e.g. \\1) with four backslashes (\). To escape special characters within The Regex_escape, use the '#변환' filter to '\^f\**o\', from '^f.*o(.*)',
{{{'^f.*o(.*)' | regex_escape()} Use map filters (see Jinja2 Map() documentation): #호스트 {{{ansible_mounts{{ansible_mounts='mount',')]} Several useful filters are typically added with each new Ansible release, the development documentation shows you how to extend an Ansible filter by writing your own
plug-in, but in general, We recommend new things that can be added to the core so that everyone can use them. © Copyright 2013-2015 Ansible, Inc. revised b6363a80. Made with sphinxes using themes provided by Document Read. Document. &lt;/port&gt;&lt;/host&gt;&lt;/port&gt;&lt;/host&gt;
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